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Adobe Connect

Adobe Connect is a web conferencing platform for web meetings, eLearning, and webinars.
For more information visit us at www.intesolv.com.
inteVISTA Sell is a software plugin for Adobe Connect that allows you to sell your webinars, recordings, videos, and training content.

**eCOMMERCE WITHIN ADOBE CONNECT**
inteVISTA Sell brings eCommerce capabilities to one of the best, most comprehensive eLearning and eMarketing platforms on the market. Now you can monetize your content with inteVISTA Sell.

**REQUIRES THE EVENTS MANAGER LICENSE IN ADOBE CONNECT**
This allows the administrator to sell webinars, recordings, videos, training and any other content on your Connect server.

**SETUP IS A SNAP!**
With easy-to-follow videos, registration and setup are a snap! Once you’re set up, simply set pricing for your event or content and you are ready to turn your existing Adobe Connect content into a new revenue stream.

**SIMPLE DRAG AND DROP**
Simply drag and drop inteVISTA Sell into your Event template.

**BRANDING INTEGRATION**
inteVISTA Sell preserves the look and feel of your Adobe Connect branding to give your visitors a consistent user experience.

Interested in learning more? Visit [www.intevista.com](http://www.intevista.com) or contact the inteVISTA Authorized Reseller listed to the right.
inteVISTA Go is a software plugin for Adobe Connect that allows you to provide access to your Adobe Connect Learning courses and curricula across any device and platform.

Other product highlights:

- Easy-to-use interface that provides graphical presentation of user progress
- HTML5 interface that is responsive to any device size
- Experience that is content aware with feedback around your ability to consume the content provided

The instant-on capability of inteVISTA Go means that no administrative configuration is required:

- Learners use their existing Adobe Connect credentials
- Branding is picked up from Adobe Connect
- Learning content presented is filtered by course and curriculum enrollment
- Curriculum opt-outs, pre-requisites, and order are preserved

Interested in learning more? Visit www.intevista.com or contact the inteVISTA Authorized Reseller listed to the right.

“This product is super exciting because it deploys so quickly and easily. Not only that, but it looks really awesome across all devices ensuring a great user experience for your Adobe Connect Learners. Ultimately, you reach your audience everywhere and look good doing it.”

- Frank Rogers, SVP of Business Dev.

Contact Us

www.intesolv.com
512.681.7272
info@intesolv.com

inteVISTA Authorized Reseller

InteSolv
Make Your Moment Matter

www.intesolv.com
512.681.7272
info@intesolv.com

Contact Us
ENGAGING EDUCATIONAL GAMES FOR MORE EFFECTIVE VIRTUAL MEETINGS

EduGame Cloud is an innovative suite of customizable educational games, training tools and student management resources, designed to optimize cloud-based learning and engagement through Adobe Connect. Leveraging state-of-the-art technology, the platform offers organizations, companies and educational institutions a more effective and more stimulating way to interact. Integrating seamlessly into the Adobe Connect environment, EduGame Cloud extends the virtual meeting experience, incorporating unique capabilities and valuable features for a solution that is even better than in-person meetings.

With options and features to accommodate every need, EduGame Cloud allows you to create and administer:

CROSSWORDS & WORD SEARCHES

› Create custom puzzles
› Organize games by category or subject
› Manage settings including time limit and solution reveal
› Display a live scoreboard of progress
› Use in multi- and single player mode

TRIVIA GAMES

› Choose from two classic trivia game formats
› Customize “life line” options including 50-50, ask all users, one user or ask host
› Organize participants into teams
› View real-time progress and live top scorers

SURVEYS

› Add multiple question types including single choice, multiple choice, true or false, text input and rating
› Set instructions for each survey and individual question

TESTS

› Incorporate multiple question types including single choice, multiple choice, true or false, drag and drop, click match, sequence question, hotspot question, image choice question, fill-in-the-blank
› Customize test settings including passing score, response to incorrect answer and instructions for test and individual question

SOCIAL PROFILES

› Integrate other social media profiles including Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, SlideShare
› Show online participants and map their locations across the globe
› Browse profiles and learn more about users
› Privacy settings for user info and location
A better way to manage participant engagement

EduGame Cloud makes it easy to run collaborative meeting sessions and get feedback on participant progress. With a built-in reporting system, administrators receive automated results for all assessments and surveys, including downloadable data and charts for overall scores, fastest completion time and total progress. The admin panel also allows you to manage account information, add/delete users and admins and even customize the theme with your organization’s colors and logo.

Ideal for e-learning and training, the EduGame Cloud platform is also a highly advantageous tool for meetings, webinars and conferences of all kinds. The gaming components help to make concepts more accessible and engaging, fostering increased participant attention and comprehension. By incorporating games and assessments into a discussion, you can reinforce your message and quickly determine what you need to re-emphasize, for more effective and memorable communication with participants.

TO FIND OUT MORE EDUGAME CLOUD, PLEASE CALL 512.681.7272 OR EMAIL info@intesolv.com
Our custom video pod synchronizes hosted video via the Brightcove video platform. Meeting Hosts can quickly and seamlessly add videos from their Brightcove, Vimeo or YouTube accounts directly into their meeting rooms via the Share pod. This eliminates uploading heavy files. The quality is superior and the time to execute playback is instant.

In addition, Brightcove account holders will be able to enjoy an amazing Adobe Connect recording experience with synchronized playback and seeking from the native Connect Recording playback controls for real-time Brightcove video streaming.

By upgrading to the Brightcove Video Pod for Adobe Connect 9, users will gain a tightly integrated media player that utilizes premiere technology to deliver superior quality, efficiency, and security.

Sleek design and seamless integration into Connect 9, along with easy branding and customization options make this a most powerful tool for enhancing web conferencing.

Live Streaming Pod will pull in a live feed from your Brightcove or YouTube account.

HD Video quality with no fees for streaming. This pod will allow you to do a multi-camera broadcast with the highest quality output directly in your meeting room via the Share pod. Streaming feed is sent from Brightcove or YouTube via RTMP.
EchoSign for Adobe Connect: 
Send. Sign. Done.

Real-time Digital Signatures from Any Device

The EchoSign Pod for Adobe Connect makes it easy to instantaneously sign digital documents in a live meeting environment—quickly, securely and from any device. The pod seamlessly integrates EchoSign, the premier global electronic signature solution, with the Adobe Connect virtual conferencing environment for a powerful tool that allows businesses and organizations to gain efficiency and productivity.

Who Uses EchoSign for Adobe Connect?

1. Attorneys and legal professionals interfacing remotely and securely
2. Sales representatives and account managers creating and executing contracts in real-time online
3. Government officials managing large fragmented groups needing long-distance document sign-off and management

Keep Business Moving by Increasing Productivity

With this paperless solution, the host can share files securely through Connect, then work collaboratively with participants to view, discuss, negotiate, and annotate each document together. The user can then collect legally valid signatures, enforceable in most legal systems around the world, before sending the finalized document with just one click. With real-time signature execution and comprehensive document tracking, EchoSign makes it easy for professionals to close more deals with less effort, by transforming workflows and preserving valuable resources.
Innovative Features to Drive Your Success

Get instant digital signatures in a live meeting environment with a detailed and recorded history for each document:

- Automatically record a detailed history for each document
- Integrate multiple levels of security, including webcam use to verify endorser identification
- Work across document formats, including PDF, Microsoft Word, PowerPoint and Excel

The pod expedites and secures your workflow, allowing you to:

- Receive email confirmations when documents have been sent, received, and signed
- Store documents with utmost security on the Adobe Cloud platform
- Send all parties a copy of the signed document, instantly
- Feel secure with full AES 256-BIT SSL security and encrypted passwords and data

Getting Started with the EchoSign Pod

We’re thrilled to be able to offer this Adobe Connect add-on that offers real-time document review, signature, and audit, right from within a live Adobe Connect online meeting, powered by Adobe EchoSign.

System Requirements
The integration is available now, and requires Adobe Connect and Adobe EchoSign, as well as the integration: E-Signing Pod for Adobe Connect.

To learn more about the E-Signing Pod for Adobe Connect and how it can help you drive your business forward, please visit www.intesolv.com.
OUR PDF ANNOTATION & SAVE TOOL ALLOWS FOR REAL-TIME ANNOTATION OF PDF FILES IN ADOBE CONNECT

Whether you’re a consumer, business, government agency, or educational organization, you need to read, edit, sign, and annotate (comment on) PDF documents in a team environment.

Our PDF Annotation & Save Tool is a small, very fast, and feature rich PDF annotation Adobe Connect pod which allows you to open, view, edit, sign, stamp, and annotate any PDF file - and save it.

The PDF Annotation Pod is the only high volume PDF annotation utility in Adobe Connect providing a complete PDF annotation solution, providing the power of PDF creation to every desktop and meeting in Adobe Connect.

ABILITY TO READ, EDIT, SIGN, STAMP, AND ANNOTATE (COMMENT ON) PDF DOCUMENTS IN A TEAM ENVIRONMENT.

- Streamlined Workflow for PDF
- Unlimited Customized Number of Stamps
- Participants can save PDF
- Teams can collaborate and save locally to their PC
- Add your own symbols, stencils & artwork
- Very Clean Annotations
- Multiple page displays

- Intuitive user interface
- Fast and lightweight
- Deployable across the enterprise
- Configure zooming or adjust magnification using the magnifier tools
- Unlimited Undo’s
- Unique text and shape highlighter
Closed Captioning

Closed Captioning with GoogleTranslate allows you to broadcast from 52 languages available on the GoogleTranslate platform. Features also include color-coded highlights, bookmarking, adding comments and saving to PDF locally for all participants.

Text is streamed to each participant using any captioning service software. Text can be commented and highlighted by each participant and localized to the languages provided by the Host. All text streams are unique to each participant and they can save “their own version” with their comments, highlights and bookmarks – which are supported by Acrobat Reader.

Foreign Language Chat Pod

eSync training can integrate translation directly into a Chat Pod to broadcast in a specific language for a specific audience. The Arabic Chat Pod allows the host to type in English and broadcasts directly in Arabic for the learners.
Virtual Deposition for Legal Industry

StreamText Legal is a comprehensive live legal video deposition and transcription solution through Adobe Connect, the industry leader in live web conferencing. The fully functional legal deposition and arbitration solution is easy to set up and use—you can now offer a professional legal deposition platform regardless of participant locations. This legal communication solution combines the security and functionality of Adobe Connect with StreamText.Net’s real-time streaming and transcription technology.

This new platform delivers real-time streaming transcripts, video and audio in an efficient and cost effective format for the entire legal community. Without geographic boundaries and travel requirements, law firms and transcript providers can facilitate meetings and depositions from anywhere.

This new standard in streamlined virtual court reporting delivers one of the most robust technology platforms available for the legal community. With the StreamText Legal solution, you are able to merge the web conferencing features of Adobe Connect with the leading transcription services to enable:

- **Live video capabilities** from anywhere, so legal professionals can facilitate legal meetings, interviews and depositions regardless of location
- **Immediate transcripts** for real-time viewing and saving of transcripts for participants
- **Dynamic search functionality** to quickly find a specific phrase or word during the meeting, no matter the length of the transcript
- **User-friendly customization options** allow any user to easily create and read transcripts within the program
- **Secure environment** gives host users the ability to control what other users can see and do within the pod, allowing client to have maximum control over an unlimited number of users
- **Cost effective** solution that is free to download, with clients only paying for Adobe Connect and usage charges for the transcription technology services
- **Archive of the entire deposition** including audio, video, documents and real-time transcript, viewable immediately after the deposition or meeting has ended
- **Easy training** through StreamTextLegal custom modules and courses
Mindomo for Adobe Connect 9

The Mindomo solution is an innovative tool to deliver structure and hierarchy to brainstorming and whiteboarding discussions within Adobe Connect, offering a real-time collaborative environment to better document and deliver solutions.

The Mindomo pod creates a powerful environment within Adobe Connect 9 where you can easily collaborate with your team by sharing ideas and working together in real-time to better frame and structure information and decisions for your organization anytime, anywhere, from any device. You can get the most out of meetings by capturing comments, tasks and notes in order to keep track of your decisions and focus your actions.

The easy-to-use Mindomo interface integrates with Adobe Connect 9, allowing each team member to unleash their creativity by bringing their ideas to life on collaborative mind maps, allowing users to discover the hidden connections among ideas, create structure and framework to processes and provide efficient solutions for complex problems.

If your company uses Adobe Connect 9 for online meetings and is looking for a better way to take notes and collaborate, Mindomo is the solution you need. With Mindomo for Adobe Connect, you can easily improve the quality of your content or create a powerful document lifecycle all within your existing Connect environment.

Features

Platform independent
Mindomo can be run from any instance of Adobe Connect 9

Real-time collaboration
Work on the same mind map at the same time with your colleagues. Any changes you make are instantly seen by your entire team

Video and audio embed
Easily upload multimedia files and enrich your map. You can also record and attach audio notes to your topics on the fly

Interactive Presentations
Turn your mind map into an interactive slide-by-slide presentation that can be easily grasped by everyone

10 Export Formats
Export your maps to: PNG, TXT, HTML, PDF, RTF, OPML, MPX, XLS, MindManager map, Freemind map

Seamless administrative experience
Admin can promote individual participants to presenter mode and give users password protected viewing or editing rights

Custom branding
Choose from multiple layout options and output your mind maps with your company’s brand and logo

Recording playback
Easily catch any missed ideas, goals or decisions with Adobe Connect playback

Easy to share URL
With just one click, the entire group of attendees can get instantaneous documentation of the meeting
Discussion Activities Made Fun!

The Word Cloud Pod for Adobe Connect allows discussion topics to be fun and engaging with the ability to download an image of the group activities.

Word Cloud is available on the Adobe Connect Extension site for free!
Social Stream Pod

Socialize your Connect Events

The Social Stream Pod for Adobe enables #Hashtags to be posted directly from your live event to social networks like Twitter, Facebook and Instagram.

Enhance the awareness and engagement of your next event with the Social Stream Pod!

Social Stream is available on the Adobe Connect Extension site for free!
Adobe Connect is a web conferencing platform for web meetings, eLearning, and webinars. It powers mission critical web conferencing solutions end-to-end, on virtually any device, and enables organizations from leading corporations to the U.S. Department of Defense to fundamentally improve productivity. The solution consists of the following three components:

**eLearning**

The complete solution for rapid training and mobile learning, enabling rapid deployment of training accessible from anywhere, anytime, on virtually any device.

**Webinars**

The all-in-one solution for digital marketing events, that helps you deliver compelling, immersive events; maximize attendance; and measure results for optimized outcomes.

**Web Conferencing**

Digital meetings that go beyond screen sharing, enabling far more effective collaboration and communication with colleagues, partners, and customers — anytime, anywhere, on virtually any device.

Questions about Adobe Connect or any of the Add-Ons mentioned in this catalog? Contact Us